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Chapter 585 The Protagonist Is Master YLL 

 

“Alright, stop talking!” Suddenly, a gentle and dignified voice sounded. Everyone turned around and saw 

the organizer of the banquet tonight, Imperial Concubine Anna, walking over with a group of core 

members of the royal family. When everyone saw them, they took the initiative to open a path and 

salute along the way. 

 

Tonight, Imperial Concubine Anna was wearing a traditional robe from Country F and a set of jewelry 

filled with beautiful patterns. She was dressed up in a retro and elegant manner, exuding a noble aura 

and the dignity of a royal family. 

 

Imperial Concubine Anna walked past the crowd and looked at Tessa. “You should know that the 

protagonist tonight is Master YLL, not Feng Jianing. Don’t let everyone lose their appetite because of 

her.” 

 

Tessa hurriedly said, “Your Highness, I’ve already apologized to you on Feng Jianing’s behalf. Didn’t you 

already forgive her and tacitly agree that she could attend the banquet tonight? Since you happened to 

be here, why don’t you be a witness and personally witness Feng Qing and Feng Jianing reconcile?” 

 

With that, she turned around and waved at the door. Two people belonging to the Presidential Manor 

walked over. One of them was holding a plate with five glasses of red wine on it. This was a tradition of 

Country F. If the two of them wanted to reach a compromise or reconcile, they had to drink five glasses 

of wine together. It could be red wine, fruit wine, but not a beverage. 

 

Tessa helped Feng Jianing, who was still kneeling on the ground, up and pulled her to Feng Qing. “Today, 

I, the daughter of Country F’s President, will personally settle the grudge between the two of you. At the 

same time, Imperial Concubine Anna will be your witness. Such sincerity, such a grand scene, and 

ceremony should be enough, right? What do you think, Feng Qing?” With that, she picked up a glass of 

red wine and handed it to Feng Qing. She gestured for her to quickly accept it with her eyes, but Feng 

Qing acted as if she didn’t see it and didn’t move. 

 



The corners of Tessa’s lips curled up as she said in a low voice, “Feng Qing, have you thought it through? 

Imperial Concubine Anna is here to personally witness today. You will show respect to her, right?” 

 

However, Feng Qing still didn’t move. She had no intention of taking her glass of wine. Tessa still 

maintained the smile on her face and handed the glass to Feng Jianing when she saw that she didn’t 

move. 

 

Feng Jianing took the glass of wine and looked into the glass seriously. Feng Qing saw her small action. 

For some reason, she felt that Feng Jianing seemed to be very nervous. 

 

Tessa looked at Feng Qing again and said, “Imperial Concubine Anna, the Presidential Manor, the royal 

family of Country F, and so many socialites and media personnel are waiting for you. It’s fine if you don’t 

accept the wine I handed you. The five glasses on that plate are yours.” 

 

Upon hearing this, Feng Qing finally moved. She raised her hand and picked up a glass of wine from the 

tray. Then, she walked over to Feng Jianing and handed the glass over. At the same time, she changed 

the glass of wine in Feng Jianing’s hand. Although she didn’t say a word, her gaze as she looked at Feng 

Jianing was filled with coldness. 

 

Seeing Feng Qing do this, Tessa said unhappily, “Are you afraid that I’ll poison the wine? You actually 

changed the wine. If you’re worried, there are still five glasses of wine on Jianing’s tray. You can totally 

choose those that aren’t poisonous.” 

 

A meaningful look flashed across Feng Qing’s eyes as she heard her say this. She was the ancestor of 

poison. Tessa’s little tricks were too clumsy, but she was too lazy to expose anything and cooperated 

with Tessa in acting. 

 

Feng Qing could see very clearly. Tessa didn’t go to the five glasses of wine that belonged to her. 

Instead, she took five glasses of wine from Feng Jianing’s tray. 

 



Feng Qing held her glass and said after the two of them had picked up their wine, “Today, I’ll have a 

drink with the two of you because of Imperial Concubine Anna. I hope that after this glass of wine, you 

and Feng Jianing will never appear in front of me again, especially you, Miss Tessa. You’re so loving and 

like to interfere in other people’s business. It’s a pity that you’re lowering your status in Country F’s 

Presidential Manor. Why don’t you let Imperial Concubine Anna give you the title of an Enthusiastic 

Ambassador of Country F and go out to the poor areas of various countries to show your love? You can 

definitely show your love in that way. Not only can you help more people, but you can also add to your 

own fortune.” 

 

This was the most she had said today. Half of it was directed at Tessa. She had seen many people who 

liked to poke their noses into other people’s business, but this was the first time she had seen someone 

like Tessa. One that had never experienced the bitterness of others shouldn’t persuade others to be 

kind. Tessa’s so-called love had successfully disgusted her. 

 

 


